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CHALLENGE

First, read this eye-opening article about the fast fashion supply chain.
Now that you are beginning to understand the full impact of fashion, let’s look more
closely at your favorite shirt. Check the tag inside. What information does it provide?

● Record the brand name, materials used, and where it was produced. Pay
special attention to the impact this item may have on the people who
produced it and the environment.

● Be bold and wear your shirt inside out for the day. Whenever anyone tells
you that your shirt is inside out, tell them you’re involved in Project Green
Challenge to start a conversation about today’s theme and the fashion
industry.

○ Was anyone surprised to hear why you were wearing your shirt
inside out?

○ What were their reactions?
○ What information did you share?

Post a great picture of yourself on Instagram wearing your inside-out shirt. Caption the
photo with the tag details, the impact of your shirt on workers and the planet, and why
you chose to wear your shirt inside out. Tag @TurningGreenOrg, @TrueCostMovie,
@FashionTakesAction, @Fibershed_ and @AttireMedia, as well as #PGC2022,
#fastfashion and #WhoMadeMyClothes.

I felt a bit uneasy at first while wearing my shirt inside-out today. I can’t remember how
many times I told people I was involved in Project Green Challenge when I was asked
why I was wearing my shirt inside-out. As time went on, I got used to it and started to
feel proud that I was able to spread the information about this challenge and the fashion
industry.

https://www.attiremedia.com/more/understanding-the-fast-fashion-supply-chain


I hope I have spread enough information about PGC to as many people as I could
today. Hopefully they’ll participate in PGC and enjoy it as much as I do.

I also hope that people that I talked to today will start shopping more consciously after
learning about the fashion industry. Together, we can make a difference!

Instagram post:

Caption:

I read the article “A Garment's Journey: Understanding the Fast Fashion Supply Chain”
today. I was shocked by the fact that “the fast-fashion business model and supply chain
contribute to significant environmental degradation and further social injustice”. To
spread awareness of the full impacts of fast fashion, I wore my favorite shirt inside-out
today.

The brand name of my shirt is Uniqlo. It’s made of 100% cotton in Bangladesh. Eager to
find out the impact the shirt may have on the people who produced it and the
environment, I started the research.

First, I looked up what impact the material of the shirt, cotton, may have on the
environment. We may think cotton is sustainable because it’s a natural textile and
doesn't always require a lot of chemical processing. However, to my surprise, cotton is
not as eco-friendly as we think. “Cotton is a natural fiber, but it's not as eco-friendly as
you may think. Inorganic cotton production requires substantial harmful chemicals, a lot
of water, and the use of genetically modified organisms (GMOs).”

“Additionally, cotton cultivation has a massive water footprint. Cotton is typically
cultivated in warmer regions like India, meaning a lot of water is needed to grow. In
India, approximately 20,000 liters of water are needed to produce 1 kilogram of cotton.”

When cotton products land in the landfill, it releases the toxic greenhouse gas methane
while going through the process of anaerobic biodegradation.

So some cottons are not so eco-friendly. What should we do? We need to read the
labels and make sure the cotton that the product uses is organic and make sure it has a
low impact on the environment.



Then, I looked up the impact the shirt may have on the people who produced it. The
product is made in Bangladesh. According to multiple reliable sources I read online, the
fashion workers in Bangladesh are paid very little. They often live in poverty without any
health insurance. “On average, they worked 60 hours a week and earned an hourly rate
of 28 taka (the equivalent of $0.95 in purchasing power parity).

In addition, child labor is also involved in Bangladesh’s garment industry. “Bangladesh's
garment industry, one of the largest in the world, has connections with some of the
world's most popular brands, such as H&M, Primark, and Zara. It is also infamous for
employing young and underage workers, some on full-time hours, to manufacture their
goods.”

I’m glad that I’m participating in Project Green Challenge this year as I learned many
things about climate change and environmental/social justice etc. Through today’s
challenge, I’m able to look up closely into the details of things we often ignore or
assume in our daily lives. I also took the opportunity to bring awareness of the impact of
fast fashion to as many people as I met today.

I hope that people that I talked to today will participate in Project Green Challenge and
enjoy it as much as I do. I also hope that people will start shopping more consciously
after learning about the fashion industry.

Together, we can make a difference!

–source: https://sustainablebrands.com/ , https://thediplomat.com/ , https://brightly.eco/

@TurningGreenOrg, @TrueCostMovie, @FashionTakesAction, @Fibershed_ and
@AttireMedia, #PGC2022, #fastfashion, #WhoMadeMyClothes.
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